
 

Welcome to our  
Winter Newsletter 
 

New mums and second time around mums 

often feel the need to take a break, and 

stave off the winter blues. With this 

edition we hope we have covered some easy 

options for giving you and your baby a well 

deserved break. 

  

Out and about with baby… 

Safe T Sleep makes it safe and 

convenient…  
Making the transition from the familiar bassinet/cot/ bed at home to a new bed environment 

can prove to be a challenge for some babies (and their mums!) 

Add in an energetic and extra bundle in the form of an older sibling, and venturing out can 

seem a daunting exercise. It can sometimes feel like you are carting a trailer load of 
paraphernalia around with you. (Portable cots, special toys, pillows, strollers…) 

If you are lucky enough to be heading off to the warm sunny weather be sure to 

pack the Safe T Sleep® Sleepwrap®…it’s literally a ‘bed in a bag’.  

Travel with convenience and peace of mind. 

 



However, whether it’s off overseas or simply stopping off at grandparents to deliver the 

smallest precious bundle for a few hours peace, or dropping off baby to a daycare or early 

childhood centre, the need is the same – to have baby safely and peacefully asleep in an 
unfamiliar environment. 

Sleepwraps are sized according to the size of the MATTRESS. The Small (Classic) model 

Safe T Sleep Sleepwrap will fit mattresses on a cot/crib, standard single bed and everything 

that’s small down to a bassinet. The Large (Travel) model will fit mattresses on a cot/crib, 

single bed, king single, queen and NZ standard king double bed.  

And now there’s also the shortly-to-be-released *NEW* 
Cot/Crib size Sleepwrap fitting all Cot/Crib mattresses. 

Dylan’s Mum Michelle described the feeling he got get from the 

Safe T Sleep Sleepwrap wrapping  snuggly around his  chest as 
being “like a long, snug hug and very familiar to him”.  

Review from Helena - Thanks Miriam for all your help with the Safe 

T Sleep:) really enjoyed knowing wee man was snug in bed and 

not smushed in between the cot bars once in his Safe T Sleep. Will 

be perfect travelling to the grandparents knowing they won't need 
spare cots! 

Your Baby will benefit from the lovely flexible, natural degree of movement, feeling of 

security and comfortable familiarity of sleep ‘just like at home’. 

For more information check out Frequently Asked Question 8:”How may the Safe T Sleep 
Sleepwrap product assist with better sleep patterns? 

Remember when they are cold, babies are much more likely to move around and wake 

more frequently. With the Safe T Sleep Sleepwrap they will stay snug and cosy and 
therefore have a much more restful sleep. 

Available at Baby City, The Baby Factory, The Sleep 

Store and good quality baby stores. 

If you are unable to get what you need, please contact us direct. 

Warmest regards 

The Safe T Sleep ‘family’  

www.safetsleep.com  

Ph: +64 (0) 9 2997589 

EM: sales@safetsleep.com  
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